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When comparing the ephemeris results of JPL Horizons and other sources, it’s important to know 
HOW and WHAT to look for in order to decide what is appropriate or better for use.  We will do our 
comparison with the Swiss Ephemeris (SE) upon which most astrology programs are based today.  In 
the 13 examples below, we use the swetest online utility, of which purports to access the SE-stand-
alone NASA JPL full ephemeris DE441 (the actual “currently newest version” at JPL Horizons despite 
this erroneous claim here.)   
 
We also consider that most astrologers generally use civil or wall-clock time as input to erect natal and 
mundane charts.  This time input, based upon reliable records or not, is the starting point of HOW to 
do these comparisons.  Civil or wall-clock time is, however, not based upon the real local time of an 
observer unless these two things are operating:   
 
1)  the clock is set for the local mean time (LMT) of the observer’s meridian, and  
2)  the observer is standing on that meridian.   
 
In all other cases, the clocks are reflecting an unreal local time.  In practice, however, this time input, if 
it’s the same as that of the standard meridian, is regarded as the real local time when, in fact, it is a 
convenient but arbitrary time only implemented to eliminate chaos that would result if the LMT of the 
observer were used in this modern age.  The real time (LMT) of the observer is related to the Universal 
Time (UT1) scale, of which is rotational by definition.  To treat the arbitrary or fictional time as if it is 
real requires that one MUST deny that real time (LMT) is rotational (i.e., related to UT1), and that the 
fictional time is subsequently to be used to calculate the UT from which the coordinates of celestial 
objects are determined.  We know that this fictional UT is being used when we see that standard 
astrology charts are using it.  Where is the chart that recognizes the real local time of the observer?  It 
doesn’t exist unless those two things mentioned above are operating.  If all or most observers within a 
time zone have clocks reflecting wall-clock time, then the generated charts reflect a fictional UT result 
that is the same for all observers within a time zone - in other words, inaccurate charts! 
 
To put differently, the truth that UT is essentially in its basic form (UT1) rotational is ignored in 
practice, or worse, denied.  The adoption of time zones “supersedes,” most astrologers and 
astronomers say, the former reality that existed for millennia, and because of this adoption, it is now 
(post-1883) the law because “they [time zones] actually are [the law], as adopted by national statutes 
and international agreement” (Jon Giorgini, author of JPL Horizons, personal email).  The astronomical 
law that UT1 is rotational was abrogated by the willful adoption of time zones, and because of this 
“lawful” replacement of meridians and their relationship to the Prime Meridian, we argue that it was 
an insidious plot from the start and should be strongly condemned.  The adopted standard equation is:  
local time = UTC + time-zone offset + DST.  Since UTC is adjusted to UT1 and not vice versa, we’ve 
concluded that the rotational UT1 prima facie remains predominant and is still related to the 
observer’s longitude.  The proper equation then becomes:  local time = UTC + (if east) time-zone 
offset + distance in time from the standard meridian (i.e., LMT variation) + DST. 
 
We also do NOT make the following comparisons using Terrestrial Time (TT) input, formerly Ephemeris 
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https://www.astro.com/swisseph/swephinfo_e.htm
https://www.astro.com/swisseph/swetest.htm
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Time (ET).  No astrologer calibrates his clock using this time scale, and no event is recorded from which 
this time is used to erect a chart.  We all use civil or wall-clock time for this, of which is then converted 
to UTC.  Then, why the big differences shown in the SE results below?  Good question! 
 
The next question is:  WHAT do we look for to make these comparisons?  It should be obvious that the 
calculated UT of an event should first be considered, not to mention if it’s a proper conversion from a 
fictitious wall-clock time.  You might ask yourself, “Is that UT based upon a fictional clock time?”  If so, 
the planetary structure calculated from that UT will be incorrect.  At Astro Precise Services (APS), we 
give the option to use a properly calculated UT (i.e., APS Time Conversion) or to use the fictional one 
(i.e., Standard Time Conversion).  We recommend the proper one, of course.  And, if the choice is to 
use a proper UT to analyze WHAT to look for, we’ve selected a few examples here for comparing 
ephemeris results between these two sources.  We could list many others, but this small list should 
give an idea of the differences one might expect doing these legitimate comparisons.   
 
Note:  Even if one prefers the Standard method of converting wall-clock time to UT (the default with all 
astrological software), the differences seen here will still be the SAME, if the calculated UT is used as 
the input, with the exception of the Moon example (see #11, the only example not comparing the two 
sources), the difference there indicating the due respect for the observer’s longitude within that large 
eastern time zone.  As can be seen, our APS method respectfully and properly places the Moon in 
another Sign than what the Standard method calculates, and the difference is equivalent to the LMT 
variation, the part that is lacking in the standard equation above.   
 
As the celestial mechanics expert Jon Giorgini has also said:  
 
1)  Delta-T is the TDB-UTC time-scale difference. 
2)  TDB is the relativistic coordinate time in the solar system barycentric frame that emerges from the 
spacetime metric tensor as the independent variable in the 3-dimensional differential equations of 
motion.   
3)  UTC is the relativistic proper time measured by atomic clocks for at a fixed geopotential (TAI) 
periodically adjusted with leap-seconds to remain approximately descriptive of position of Sun, but not 
defined by that.  
 
As mentioned above, the Delta-T values used in the Swiss Ephemeris are different from that used at JPL 
Horizons.  The proper Delta-T is not precisely TT-UTC, as stated here in Sec. 7, if TT is assumed to be 
the same as the now-deprecated ET.  It is also not TDT-UTC, as stated here.  As any celestial mechanics 
expert will tell us, “ephemeris time (ET) is obsolete, a non-relativistic thus not-physically realized 
timescale.”  The calculated value is ALWAYS different in an SE result, even for the current and previous 
dates, compared to JPL Horizons.  The SE documentation says that “If the input date is in the current 
or a future year, there also may be considerable differences in Delta T values used by JPL and Swiss 
Ephemeris” (p. 74, or you may search for this exact quote).  The implication here is that the Delta-T 
values that both sources use are the same for dates prior to the current year.  We know this is false 
just from comparing the two sources, as we’ve done in our examples below.   
 
To reiterate, if using UTC or UT1 input in either of these sources, the calculated results will ALWAYS be 
different from each other.  The current SE (v. 2.10.03) accessed by the swetest online utility DOES 
allow UTC input; therefore, we can and should use UTC input after 1962 (see examples #7 and #8) 
rather than TT input as furtively suggested in the documentation.  At JPL Horizons UT1 input is the 
default prior to 1962, according to their documentation, so no need to differentiate there.  And, no 
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need to use TT input with the SE prior to 1962 either, since UT1 is used for both (cf. the rest of the 
examples). 
 
Now, depending on the date in question, the difference can be quite large, as we show in example #11 
where the Delta-T difference is 15,109.581482s seconds or 4h11m49.581s.  You might wonder about a 
more recent date, arguing that no one calculates charts for 9999 BCE.  How about 1200-01-01.0 then?  

Are you comfortable or satisfied with a Moon difference of 000’55.3460” EARLIER (see example #12)? 
And, with a clearly incorrect Delta-T difference of 111.452738s, according to Jon Giorgini at Horizons!  
What about a more recent date, e.g., the birth chart of King James I of England (see example #13)?  
With these ostensible differences, we say this is unacceptable, and that any claim or suggestion of 
extremely  precise calculations, e.g., to 0.001”, by the SE developers, is a misrepresentation! 
 
Let’s also say, for example, you use the USA chart in your work, especially if you’re a mundane 
astrologer.  You also have an interest in the TNO Sila-Nunam and would like to include this in the chart.  
Using UT input, the SE difference is as shown in example #1.  Of the named TNOs this one has the 
largest SE difference from Horizons in Ecliptic Longitude.  We compared ALL of the IAU-named TNOs in 
the USA chart.  Altjira is the next most divergent (see example #2), followed by  Mbabamwanawaresa 
(see example #3).  Pluto has the least difference at just under an arc second.   
 
If you consider the geocentric nodes of objects to be astrologically significant, as we do here at APS, 
compare the results.  Pluto is calculated by the SE as 9m41s EARLIER at his South Node on 2018-10-24 
(see example #7), and his station on 2025-10-14 is 1h06m37m EARLIER (see example #8).  The SE 
authors’ statements like “The advantage of the 'true' nodes against the mean ones is that when the 
Moon is in exact conjunction with them, it has indeed a zero latitude” and “The osculating apogee is 
'true' twice a month: when it is in exact conjunction with the Moon, the Moon is most distant from the 
Earth” are simply misrepresentations, as we undisputedly show here and in all our products. 
 
What about the Moon being in a different Zodiacal Sign if we calculate her position using the proper 
UT? (see example #10).  Big difference between an anaretic Aries Moon and one in Taurus! 
 
At APS we are happy to offer the customer a much better choice of calculating celestial objects, their 
celestial coordinates, stations, nodes and apsides, etc., with an accuracy and precision unparalleled in 
the industry.  Why settle for less?   
 
Astro Precise Services (APS) - Home of the world’s most accurate chart! 

______________________________ 
 

13 Examples 

 
1)  USA chart, 1776-07-04, 7:17:57 UT (1776-07-04.304131945) 
79360 Sila-Nunam 

JPL Horizons:  17 Lib 41’22.3382” (197.6895384) 

SE:  17 Lib 35’47.3392” (197.5964831) 

SE Difference:  005’34.9991” EARLIER 

JPL Horizons 
 

https://astroprecise.org/


https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27DES=2079360%27&MAKE_EPH
EM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271
776-07-04.304131945%27&STOP_TIME=%271776-07-
05.304131945%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33
%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27 
 

 
 
SE 
https://www.astro.com/cgi/swetest.cgi?b=&n=1&s=1&p=s+-xs79360+-b4.7.1776+-ut7%3A17%3A57+-
g+-jplhora+-fPZlbda&e=-ejplde441.eph 
 

 
_________________________ 
 
2)  USA chart, 1776-07-04, 7:17:57 UT (1776-07-04.304131945) 
148780 Altjira 

JPL Horizons:  5 Leo 49’48.6808” (125.8301891) 

SE:  5 Leo 45’00.2894” (125.7500804) 

SE Difference:  004’48.3913” EARLIER 

JPL Horizons 
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27DES=2148780%27&MAKE_EPH
EM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271
776-07-04.304131945%27&STOP_TIME=%271776-07-
05.304131945%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33
%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27 
 

 
 
SE  
https://www.astro.com/cgi/swetest.cgi?b=&n=1&s=1&p=s+-xs148780+-b4.7.1776+-
ut7%3A17%3A57+-g+-jplhora+-fPZlbda&e=-ejplde441.eph 
 

https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27DES=2079360%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271776-07-04.304131945%27&STOP_TIME=%271776-07-05.304131945%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27DES=2079360%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271776-07-04.304131945%27&STOP_TIME=%271776-07-05.304131945%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27DES=2079360%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271776-07-04.304131945%27&STOP_TIME=%271776-07-05.304131945%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27DES=2079360%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271776-07-04.304131945%27&STOP_TIME=%271776-07-05.304131945%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27DES=2079360%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271776-07-04.304131945%27&STOP_TIME=%271776-07-05.304131945%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://www.astro.com/cgi/swetest.cgi?b=&n=1&s=1&p=s+-xs79360+-b4.7.1776+-ut7%3A17%3A57+-g+-jplhora+-fPZlbda&e=-ejplde441.eph
https://www.astro.com/cgi/swetest.cgi?b=&n=1&s=1&p=s+-xs79360+-b4.7.1776+-ut7%3A17%3A57+-g+-jplhora+-fPZlbda&e=-ejplde441.eph
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27DES=2148780%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271776-07-04.304131945%27&STOP_TIME=%271776-07-05.304131945%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27DES=2148780%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271776-07-04.304131945%27&STOP_TIME=%271776-07-05.304131945%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27DES=2148780%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271776-07-04.304131945%27&STOP_TIME=%271776-07-05.304131945%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27DES=2148780%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271776-07-04.304131945%27&STOP_TIME=%271776-07-05.304131945%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27DES=2148780%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271776-07-04.304131945%27&STOP_TIME=%271776-07-05.304131945%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://www.astro.com/cgi/swetest.cgi?b=&n=1&s=1&p=s+-xs148780+-b4.7.1776+-ut7%3A17%3A57+-g+-jplhora+-fPZlbda&e=-ejplde441.eph
https://www.astro.com/cgi/swetest.cgi?b=&n=1&s=1&p=s+-xs148780+-b4.7.1776+-ut7%3A17%3A57+-g+-jplhora+-fPZlbda&e=-ejplde441.eph


 
________________________ 
 
3)  USA chart, 1776-07-04, 7:17:57 UT (1776-07-04.304131945) 
184314 Mbabamwanawaresa 

JPL Horizons:  8 Aqu 22’32.3602” (308.3756556) 

SE:  8 Aqu 26’51.2956” (308.4475821) 

SE Difference:  004’18.9354” LATER 

JPL Horizons 
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27DES=2184314%27&MAKE_EPH
EM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271
776-07-04.304131945%27&STOP_TIME=%271776-07-
05.304131945%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33
%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27 
 

 
 
SE  
https://www.astro.com/cgi/swetest.cgi?b=&n=1&s=1&p=s+-xs184314+-b4.7.1776+-
ut7%3A17%3A57+-g+-jplhora+-fPZlbda&e=-ejplde441.eph 
 

 
________________________ 
 
4)  50000 Quaoar Natural NN 
JPL Horizons:  1951-Aug-28, 11:30:00 UT - 7 Lib 31’13.0915” (187.5203032) 
SE:  1951-Aug-28, 11:25:36 UT - 7 Lib 31’12.2329” (187.5200647) 
SE Difference:  0h03m54s EARLIER 
 
JPL Horizons 
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%2750000%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%2
7YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271951-08-
28%2011:30%27&STOP_TIME=%271951-Aug-

https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27DES=2184314%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271776-07-04.304131945%27&STOP_TIME=%271776-07-05.304131945%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27DES=2184314%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271776-07-04.304131945%27&STOP_TIME=%271776-07-05.304131945%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27DES=2184314%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271776-07-04.304131945%27&STOP_TIME=%271776-07-05.304131945%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27DES=2184314%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271776-07-04.304131945%27&STOP_TIME=%271776-07-05.304131945%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27DES=2184314%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271776-07-04.304131945%27&STOP_TIME=%271776-07-05.304131945%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://www.astro.com/cgi/swetest.cgi?b=&n=1&s=1&p=s+-xs184314+-b4.7.1776+-ut7%3A17%3A57+-g+-jplhora+-fPZlbda&e=-ejplde441.eph
https://www.astro.com/cgi/swetest.cgi?b=&n=1&s=1&p=s+-xs184314+-b4.7.1776+-ut7%3A17%3A57+-g+-jplhora+-fPZlbda&e=-ejplde441.eph
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%2750000%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271951-08-28%2011:30%27&STOP_TIME=%271951-Aug-30%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%2750000%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271951-08-28%2011:30%27&STOP_TIME=%271951-Aug-30%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%2750000%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271951-08-28%2011:30%27&STOP_TIME=%271951-Aug-30%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27


30%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA
_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27 
 

 
 
SE  
https://www.astro.com/cgi/swetest.cgi?b=&n=1&s=1&p=s+-xs50000+-b28.8.1951+-
ut11%3A25%3A36+-g+-jplhora+-fPZlbda&e=-ejplde441.eph 
 

 
________________________ 
 
5)  486958 Arrokoth Natural NN 
JPL Horizons:  1912-02-23, 23:31:00 UT - 7° Vir 59’43.4418” (157.9954005) 

SE:  1912-02-21, 23:50:22 UT - 8 Vir 02’32.7174” (158.0424215) 
SE Difference:  1d23h40m38s EARLIER 
 
JPL Horizons 
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27DES=2486958%27&MAKE_EPH
EM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271
912-02-23%2023:31%27&STOP_TIME=%271912-02-
25%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA
_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27 
 

 
 
SE  
https://www.astro.com/cgi/swetest.cgi?b=&n=1&s=1&p=s+-xs486958+-b21.2.1912+-
ut23%3A50%3A22+-g+-jplhora+-fPZlbda&e=-ejplde441.eph 
 

 

https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%2750000%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271951-08-28%2011:30%27&STOP_TIME=%271951-Aug-30%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%2750000%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271951-08-28%2011:30%27&STOP_TIME=%271951-Aug-30%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://www.astro.com/cgi/swetest.cgi?b=&n=1&s=1&p=s+-xs50000+-b28.8.1951+-ut11%3A25%3A36+-g+-jplhora+-fPZlbda&e=-ejplde441.eph
https://www.astro.com/cgi/swetest.cgi?b=&n=1&s=1&p=s+-xs50000+-b28.8.1951+-ut11%3A25%3A36+-g+-jplhora+-fPZlbda&e=-ejplde441.eph
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27DES=2486958%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271912-02-23%2023:31%27&STOP_TIME=%271912-02-25%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27DES=2486958%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271912-02-23%2023:31%27&STOP_TIME=%271912-02-25%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27DES=2486958%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271912-02-23%2023:31%27&STOP_TIME=%271912-02-25%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27DES=2486958%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271912-02-23%2023:31%27&STOP_TIME=%271912-02-25%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27DES=2486958%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271912-02-23%2023:31%27&STOP_TIME=%271912-02-25%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://www.astro.com/cgi/swetest.cgi?b=&n=1&s=1&p=s+-xs486958+-b21.2.1912+-ut23%3A50%3A22+-g+-jplhora+-fPZlbda&e=-ejplde441.eph
https://www.astro.com/cgi/swetest.cgi?b=&n=1&s=1&p=s+-xs486958+-b21.2.1912+-ut23%3A50%3A22+-g+-jplhora+-fPZlbda&e=-ejplde441.eph


________________________ 
 
6)  486958 Arrokoth Natural SN 

JPL Horizons:   1765-10-16, 19:16:30 UT - 4 Pis 59’38.5199” (334.9940333) 

SE:  1765-10-16, 16:59:20 UT - 4 Pis 59’54.9290” (334.9985914) 
SE Difference:  2h17m10s EARLIER 
 
JPL Horizons 
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27486958%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%
27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271765-
10-16 19:16:30%27&STOP_TIME=%271765-10-
18%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA
_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27 
 

 
 
SE 
https://www.astro.com/cgi/swetest.cgi?b=&n=1&s=1&p=s+-xs486958+-b16.10.1765+-
ut16%3A59%3A20+-g+-jplhora+-fPZlbda&e=-ejplde441.eph 
 

 
________________________ 
 
7)  134340 Pluto Natural SN 

JPL Horizons:  2018-10-24, 10:39:06 UTC - 18 Cap 53’30.3821” (288.8917728) 

SE:  2018-10-24, 10:29:25 UTC - 18 Cap 53’30.1924” (288.8917201) 
SE Difference:  0h09m41s EARLIER 
 
JPL Horizons (Pluto COB) 
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27DES=2134340%27&MAKE_EPH
EM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%272
018-10-24.4438194444%27&STOP_TIME=%272018-10-
25.4438194444%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33
%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27 
 

 
 

https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27486958%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271765-10-16%2019:16:30%27&STOP_TIME=%271765-10-18%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27486958%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271765-10-16%2019:16:30%27&STOP_TIME=%271765-10-18%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27486958%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271765-10-16%2019:16:30%27&STOP_TIME=%271765-10-18%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27486958%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271765-10-16%2019:16:30%27&STOP_TIME=%271765-10-18%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27486958%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271765-10-16%2019:16:30%27&STOP_TIME=%271765-10-18%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://www.astro.com/cgi/swetest.cgi?b=&n=1&s=1&p=s+-xs486958+-b16.10.1765+-ut16%3A59%3A20+-g+-jplhora+-fPZlbda&e=-ejplde441.eph
https://www.astro.com/cgi/swetest.cgi?b=&n=1&s=1&p=s+-xs486958+-b16.10.1765+-ut16%3A59%3A20+-g+-jplhora+-fPZlbda&e=-ejplde441.eph
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27DES=2134340%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%272018-10-24.4438194444%27&STOP_TIME=%272018-10-25.4438194444%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27DES=2134340%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%272018-10-24.4438194444%27&STOP_TIME=%272018-10-25.4438194444%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27DES=2134340%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%272018-10-24.4438194444%27&STOP_TIME=%272018-10-25.4438194444%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27DES=2134340%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%272018-10-24.4438194444%27&STOP_TIME=%272018-10-25.4438194444%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27DES=2134340%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%272018-10-24.4438194444%27&STOP_TIME=%272018-10-25.4438194444%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27


SE (Pluto barycentric) 
https://www.astro.com/cgi/swetest.cgi?b=&n=1&s=1&p=9+-b24.10.2018+-utc10%3A29%3A25+-g+-
jplhora+-fPZlbda&e=-ejplde441.eph 
 

 
________________________ 
 
8)  134130 Pluto SD  
JPL Horizons:  2025-10-14, 3:59:30 UTC - 1 Aqu 22’01.2497”  (301.3670138) 
SE:  2025-10-14, 2:52:53 UTC - 1 Aqu 22’01.2925” (301.3670257) 
SE Difference:  1h06m37s EARLIER 
 
JPL Horizons (Pluto COB) 
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27DES=2134340%27&MAKE_EPH
EM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%272
025-10-14%203:59:30%27&STOP_TIME=%272025-10-
16%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA
_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27 
 

 
 
SE (Pluto barycentric) 
https://www.astro.com/cgi/swetest.cgi?b=&n=1&s=1&p=9+-b14.10.2025+-ut2%3A52%3A53+-s1s+-g+-
jplhora+-fTPZlbda&e=-ejplde441.eph 
 

 
 
To find midpoint of Pluto station to hh:mm:ss (2:52:53 UT):   
https://www.astro.com/cgi/swetest.cgi?b=&n=1&s=1&p=9+-b14.10.2025+-ut2%3A48%3A20+-s1s+-g+-
n586+-jplhora+-fTPZlbda&e=-ejplde441.eph 
 
________________________ 
 
9)  79360 Sila-Nunam Natural NN 

JPL Horizons:  1858-04-26, 7:44:10 UT - 3 Aqu 20’27.3793” (303.3409387) 

https://www.astro.com/cgi/swetest.cgi?b=&n=1&s=1&p=9+-b24.10.2018+-utc10%3A29%3A25+-g+-jplhora+-fPZlbda&e=-ejplde441.eph
https://www.astro.com/cgi/swetest.cgi?b=&n=1&s=1&p=9+-b24.10.2018+-utc10%3A29%3A25+-g+-jplhora+-fPZlbda&e=-ejplde441.eph
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27DES=2134340%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%272025-10-14%203:59:30%27&STOP_TIME=%272025-10-16%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27DES=2134340%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%272025-10-14%203:59:30%27&STOP_TIME=%272025-10-16%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27DES=2134340%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%272025-10-14%203:59:30%27&STOP_TIME=%272025-10-16%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27DES=2134340%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%272025-10-14%203:59:30%27&STOP_TIME=%272025-10-16%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27DES=2134340%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%272025-10-14%203:59:30%27&STOP_TIME=%272025-10-16%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://www.astro.com/cgi/swetest.cgi?b=&n=1&s=1&p=9+-b14.10.2025+-ut2%3A52%3A53+-s1s+-g+-jplhora+-fTPZlbda&e=-ejplde441.eph
https://www.astro.com/cgi/swetest.cgi?b=&n=1&s=1&p=9+-b14.10.2025+-ut2%3A52%3A53+-s1s+-g+-jplhora+-fTPZlbda&e=-ejplde441.eph
https://www.astro.com/cgi/swetest.cgi?b=&n=1&s=1&p=9+-b14.10.2025+-ut2%3A48%3A20+-s1s+-g+-n586+-jplhora+-fTPZlbda&e=-ejplde441.eph
https://www.astro.com/cgi/swetest.cgi?b=&n=1&s=1&p=9+-b14.10.2025+-ut2%3A48%3A20+-s1s+-g+-n586+-jplhora+-fTPZlbda&e=-ejplde441.eph


SE:  1858-05-12, 20:19:00 UT - 3 Aqu 16’58.4112”  (303.2828920) 
SE Difference:  16d 12h34m50s LATER 
 
JPL Horizons 
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%2779360%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%2
7YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271858-04-
26%207:44:10%27&STOP_TIME=%271858-04-
28%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA
_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27 
 

 
 
SE 
https://www.astro.com/cgi/swetest.cgi?b=&n=1&s=1&p=s+-xs79360+-b12.5.1858+-
ut20%3A19%3A00+-g+-jplhora+-fPZlbda&e=-ejplde441.eph 
 

 
________________________ 
 
10)  Moon - Ari or Tau?  We believe Tau! 
1983-05-11, 1:24 pm DT, Zone: 6:00 E  

Location: Dustlik, Uzbekistan, 68E02’08”, 40N31’28” 

Standard:  29 Ari 37’49” 

w/Astrolog 7.6 macro calculating proper UT:  0 Tau 26’52” 

Difference:  049’03” 
________________________ 
 
11)  Moon  
JPL Horizons:  bc9999-03-16.0, 0hr UT (JD = -1930637.5) - 7 Ari 40’16.4309” (7.6712308) 
SE:  -9998-03-16, 0hr UT (JD = -1930637.5) - 10 Ari 00’29.5592” (10.0082109) 

SE Difference:  216’42.6961” LATER 
JPL Delta-T:  439805.26720s 
SE “Delta-T”:   454914.848682s 
SE Difference:  15,109.581482s (or, 4h11m49.581s)  
 
JPL Horizons 
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27301%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27Y
ES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%27bc9999-03-
16.0%27&STOP_TIME=%27bc9999-03-
17.0%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,30,31,33%27&EX

https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%2779360%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271858-04-26%207:44:10%27&STOP_TIME=%271858-04-28%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%2779360%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271858-04-26%207:44:10%27&STOP_TIME=%271858-04-28%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%2779360%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271858-04-26%207:44:10%27&STOP_TIME=%271858-04-28%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%2779360%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271858-04-26%207:44:10%27&STOP_TIME=%271858-04-28%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%2779360%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271858-04-26%207:44:10%27&STOP_TIME=%271858-04-28%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://www.astro.com/cgi/swetest.cgi?b=&n=1&s=1&p=s+-xs79360+-b12.5.1858+-ut20%3A19%3A00+-g+-jplhora+-fPZlbda&e=-ejplde441.eph
https://www.astro.com/cgi/swetest.cgi?b=&n=1&s=1&p=s+-xs79360+-b12.5.1858+-ut20%3A19%3A00+-g+-jplhora+-fPZlbda&e=-ejplde441.eph
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27301%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%27bc9999-03-16.0%27&STOP_TIME=%27bc9999-03-17.0%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,30,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27301%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%27bc9999-03-16.0%27&STOP_TIME=%27bc9999-03-17.0%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,30,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27301%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%27bc9999-03-16.0%27&STOP_TIME=%27bc9999-03-17.0%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,30,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27301%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%27bc9999-03-16.0%27&STOP_TIME=%27bc9999-03-17.0%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,30,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27


TRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27 
 

 
 
SE 
https://www.astro.com/cgi/swetest.cgi?b=&n=1&s=1&p=1+-b16.3.-9998+-ut+-g+-jplhora+-
fPZlbda&e=-ejplde441.eph 
 

 
________________________ 
 
12)  Moon 
JPL Horizons:  1200-01-01, 0hr UT (JD = 2159357.5) - 23 Gem 11’56.6160” (83.1990600) 
SE:  1200-01-01, 0hr UT (JD = 2159357.5) - 23 Gem 11’01.2700” (83.1836861) 

SE Difference:  000’55.3460” EARLIER 
JPL Delta-T:  920.642482s 
SE “Delta-T”:   809.189744s 
SE Difference:  111.452738s  
 
JPL Horizons 
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27301%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27Y
ES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271200-01-
01.0%27&STOP_TIME=%271200-01-
02.02%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,19,20,30,31,33%27&EXT
RA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27 
 

 
 
SE 
https://www.astro.com/cgi/swetest.cgi?b=&n=1&s=1&p=1+-b1.1.1200+-ut+-g+-jplhora+-fPZlbda&e=-
ejplde441.eph 
 

https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27301%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%27bc9999-03-16.0%27&STOP_TIME=%27bc9999-03-17.0%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,13,19,20,30,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://www.astro.com/cgi/swetest.cgi?b=&n=1&s=1&p=1+-b16.3.-9998+-ut+-g+-jplhora+-fPZlbda&e=-ejplde441.eph
https://www.astro.com/cgi/swetest.cgi?b=&n=1&s=1&p=1+-b16.3.-9998+-ut+-g+-jplhora+-fPZlbda&e=-ejplde441.eph
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27301%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271200-01-01.0%27&STOP_TIME=%271200-01-02.02%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,19,20,30,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27301%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271200-01-01.0%27&STOP_TIME=%271200-01-02.02%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,19,20,30,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27301%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271200-01-01.0%27&STOP_TIME=%271200-01-02.02%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,19,20,30,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27301%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271200-01-01.0%27&STOP_TIME=%271200-01-02.02%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,19,20,30,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27301%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271200-01-01.0%27&STOP_TIME=%271200-01-02.02%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,19,20,30,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://www.astro.com/cgi/swetest.cgi?b=&n=1&s=1&p=1+-b1.1.1200+-ut+-g+-jplhora+-fPZlbda&e=-ejplde441.eph
https://www.astro.com/cgi/swetest.cgi?b=&n=1&s=1&p=1+-b1.1.1200+-ut+-g+-jplhora+-fPZlbda&e=-ejplde441.eph


 
________________________ 
 
13)  Moon 
Birth chart of King James I of England (cf.  Astro-Databank) 
JPL Horizons:  1566-06-19, 9:22:52 UT (JD = 2293208.890879630) - 3 Leo 19’42.3689” (123.3284358) 
SE:  1566-06-19, 9:22:52 UT (JD = 2293208.890879630) - 3 Leo 19’29.8376” (123.3249549) 

SE Difference:  000’12.5312” EARLIER 
JPL Delta-T:  167.589260s 
SE “Delta-T”:   147.360383s 
SE Difference:  20.228877s  
 
JPL Horizons 
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27301%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27Y
ES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271566-06-
19,%209:22:52%27&STOP_TIME=%271566-06-
20,%209:22:52%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,19,20,30,31,33
%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27 
 

 
 
SE 
https://www.astro.com/cgi/swetest.cgi?b=&n=1&s=1&p=1+-b19.6.1566+-ut9:22:52%20+-g+-jplhora+-
fPZlbda&e=-ejplde441.eph 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

https://www.astro.com/astro-databank/James_I,_King_of_Scotland
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27301%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271566-06-19,%209:22:52%27&STOP_TIME=%271566-06-20,%209:22:52%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,19,20,30,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27301%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271566-06-19,%209:22:52%27&STOP_TIME=%271566-06-20,%209:22:52%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,19,20,30,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27301%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271566-06-19,%209:22:52%27&STOP_TIME=%271566-06-20,%209:22:52%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,19,20,30,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27301%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271566-06-19,%209:22:52%27&STOP_TIME=%271566-06-20,%209:22:52%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,19,20,30,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons_batch.cgi?batch=1&COMMAND=%27301%27&MAKE_EPHEM=%27YES%27&TABLE_TYPE=%27OBSERVER%27&CAL_FORMAT=%27BOTH%27&START_TIME=%271566-06-19,%209:22:52%27&STOP_TIME=%271566-06-20,%209:22:52%27&CENTER=%27geo%27&STEP_SIZE=%271d%27&QUANTITIES=%272,19,20,30,31,33%27&EXTRA_PREC=%27YES%27&ANG_FORMAT=%27DEG%27&CSV_FORMAT=%27YES%27
https://www.astro.com/cgi/swetest.cgi?b=&n=1&s=1&p=1+-b19.6.1566+-ut9:22:52%20+-g+-jplhora+-fPZlbda&e=-ejplde441.eph
https://www.astro.com/cgi/swetest.cgi?b=&n=1&s=1&p=1+-b19.6.1566+-ut9:22:52%20+-g+-jplhora+-fPZlbda&e=-ejplde441.eph


 
 

 


